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  Lodging Houses of “Orthodox Oshi” like the 250-year-old Former House of the 
Togawa family shared some distinctive features. The frontage is notably 
narrow though the structure itself is quite deep, extending far back in a 
rectangular shape.  Each house sits at the end of a long, narrow lane called 
“Tatsumichi” that separates it from the main street, looking like the approach 
leading to the main Shinto shrine building.  After passing through the 
gate, ”Nakamon”, there is a waterway called “Yanagawa”, where purification 
was conducted by the pilgrims who had traveled toward Fujisan. 
  There used to be as many as 86 Oshi Lodging Houses on both sides of the 

main street of the Oshi religious guide settlement here in Kamiyoshida.  Standing at the front gate of the town, the Kana-dorii shrine gate marks the 
entrance of the sacred religious world of Fujisan.  The Former House of the Togawa family now tells us about 1) the religious function of sacred places 
at the foot of the mountain, 2) the history of Oshi religious guide, 3) and the rich world view held in Fujisan worship in those days.
  “Oshi” played a very important role behind the flourishing of Fuji-ko, which spread explosively among the commoners in the Edo period.  Although 
Oshi Lodging Houses were private ones, they were transformed into inns for Fuji-ko pilgrims during climbing seasons. Oshi did not only cater to these 
pilgrims, but also gave them information on climbing.  Also, Oshi were a kind of priest, performing ritual prayers and purifications, but during the off 
season they traveled outside to preach to Fuji-ko followers.  In this way, Oshi supported the Fujisan worship of Fuji-ko. 
  The most distinctive feature of Oshi Lodging House is the “Shinzen-no-ma” room.  The room houses a vital household shrine dedicated to the deities 
of Fujisan.  In the Former House of the Togawa family, the statue of Jikigyo Miroku (1671-1733), who instilled teachings of Fujisan worship to 
commoners, is found next to the household shrine.  Although being a merchant, Jikigyo Miroku 
further believed in Fujisan worship and preached that a daily moral compass of honesty, mercy, 
diligence and harmony will lead to people’s happiness and a better world.  He came to be 
venerated as the restorer of the Fuji-ko supported by commoners.
  Fujisan which was feared as an active volcano in ancient times changed into one that people 
felt close to as a symbol of prayer.  Oshi Lodging Houses with their history are filled with wishes 
of people who prayed to Fujisan for a peaceful and equal society.
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The “Shinzen-no-ma” room

  “Torii” shrine gates typically signify the boundaries 
between the common world and the sacred area.  
Kana-dorii standing at the entrance of Oshi religious 
guide settlement in Yoshida is referred as the first 
torii, marking the first one among numerous torii 
gates　ahead of here on the route leading to the 
summit of Fujisan.  At the same time, this spot is the 
last stop of “Fujisan-michi” road used by pilgrims 
who headed for Fujisan all the way from the Edo 
(present-day Tokyo) area.  Finally, from here pilgrims 
entered the sacred world of Fujisan worship.

  Among Oshi religious guide settlements which were established at 
respective trailheads around Fujisan, the Oshi religious guide settlement 
located at “Yoshida trailhead” of Yoshida Ascending Route was the most 
popular with the pilgrims in the Edo period who made worship-ascents, 
being called “Kitaguchi (north trailhead)”.  The townscape of Oshi religious 
guide settlement at Kamiyoshida extends straight towards Fujisan from 
Kanadorii shrine gate located in the town center.  The area is maintained 
as it was over 400 years ago, when the settlement was built, being divided 
neatly into sections.
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Moving from the ancient times via the medieval times into the early modern times.

As Fujisan’s fierce volcanic activities subsided, “Shugenja (ascetics who practiced austerities in the 

mountains)”, also known as “Yamabushi”, first aimed for Fujisan.  Over time, general believers 

increasingly began to make worship-ascents to the mountain. �is trend gained significant 

momentum in the Edo period (1603 – 1868). “Fuji-ko” or the Fujisan worship embraced by 

commoners became prosperous.  Fujisan was open to all, becoming more accessible to the general 

public.  Anyone coming could head toward Fujisan by organizing a “ko”, which was a religious 

group but was also a kind of mutual finance association.  An “Oshi-machi (Oshi religious guide 

settlement as a religious center for Fujisan worship)”  was established in a town nestled at the 

bottom of the mountain. �e settlement was bustling with pilgrims of each “ko” group who would 

travel along “Fujisan-michi” road from Edo (present-day Tokyo).
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�e Fujisan 
Pilgrimage Routes 
open to all 

“Oshi Lodging House” tells us about the history of 
Fuji-ko in the Edo period (1603 – 1868).

Former House of 
the Togawa family

Kana-dorii shrine gate

Oshi-machi
 (Oshi religious guide settlement)
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  The “Omiya-Murayama Ascending Route” with the oldest history as the ascending route for 
Fujisan was also called the front ascending route. Murayama Sengen-jinja Shrine (Kohoji 
Temple) became the base of the Shugendo of Fujisan which originated from the Medieval period. 
Shugendo is the syncretic belief of ancient Japanese mountain worship and acient Buddhism. 
There are the purification spots where Yamabushi (mountain ascetics who carried out austerities 
in mountains) purified themselves before ascending Fujisan and the platform for the fire-burning 
ritual called “Goma” remained. It is the closest ascending route leading to Mt. Hoei.

 The establishment of the shrine is said to date back to the mythological times of 
Japan. The Hoei great eruption occurred in 1707 did the tremendous damage to the 
shrine buildings and the ascending route. After the shrine buildings were 
reconstructed and the ascending route was restored, the Suyama Ascending Route 
came to be prosperous as the south ascending route. However, it gradually declined 
after the opening of the Gotemba Ascending Route. Currently, it is in use as a walking 
trail.

  It is said that at the time of the Enryaku great eruption occurred in 802, the sacred site 
to appease the eruption was established in Subashiri and the eruption subsided soon 
after the prayers to calm it down were offered. Later, Fuji Sengen-jinja Shrine was 
founded on that site. The Subashiri Ascending Route flourished as the east ascending 
route which merged with the Yoshida Ascending Route at the 8th station. Now the area 
from above the 5th station to the mountaintop is designated as the Component Asset.

  Around the medieval period when furious eruptions came to subside, Fujisan became the mountain for Shugendo 
where Yamabushi (mountain ascetics) carried out austerities like the other sacred mountains in Japan. “Fuji Shugen” 
which is the amalgamation of ancient Japanese mountain worship and acient Buddhism had already been established 
in this period, centering around the Omiya-Murayama Ascending Route on the southern base. It was the solemn and 
profound Fujisan worship mainly embraced by Buddhists and Shugenja (mountain ascetics). From around the fourteenth 
century, many commoners began to make worship-ascents of Fujisan, wishing for their reborn in the “other world”. 
Hasegawa Kakugyo (1541-1646), a Shugendo practitioner, who emerged at the end of the the Sengoku Period (the 
warring states period of 1467–1590), developed this worship into the more familiar one for commoners.
  It is said that Kakugyo underwent austerities at the Hitoana cave  on the foot of Fujisan and obtained the spiritual power 

from the deities of Fujisan. He is also said to have responded to commoners’ desire to be saved in this world. Thus Fujisan worship became popularized 
among commoners, and subsequently developed into Fuji-ko in the Edo period (1603 – 1868). What is more, Jikigyo Miroku (1671-1733), who succeeded 
to the Kakugyo’s teachings, appeared in the Edo period. He preached the teachings that everyone could easily understand as follows : Not the spiritual 
power exerted by Kakugyo but such individual’s daily behaviors as honesty, mercy and diligence could reach the deities of Fujisan. Such behaviors would 
enrich our lives much more and eventually would bring peace to the society.
  While he rebelled against the regime of that time, he continued to spread his teachings, leading a frugal life throughout his life. Therefore he was called 
“Beggar Miroku”. At last he passed away in the mountain after going on a fast and falling into deep meditation. His philosophy and practice captured the 
commoners’ heart, and consequently an explosive boom of Fuji-ko had come, centering around the northern base of Fujisan.

Jikigyo Miroku (1671-1733) and Worship of  commoners

Wooden statue of Gikigyo Miroku
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Fuji Sengen-jinja ShrineFuji Sengen-jinja Shrine

Suyama Sengen-jinja Shrine

  A small shrine was built to enshrine the deities of Fujisan called, “Asama-no-Okami”.  The origin of 
this shrine is thought that when the emperor’s son, Prince Yamato-Takeru-no-Mikoto stopped at this 
area during his eastern military expedition, he went up “Otsuka Hill” near the present shrine, and 
worshipped the sacred Fujisan in the distance.  The shrine is said to have about a 1900-year history.
  It is traditionally said that while Fujisan had repeatedly erupted, following a major eruption in 781 
AD, the shrine was relocated to its present location and a shrine building was built, having the deities 
of Fujisan, “Asama-no-Okami” transferred in 788 AD.　Ever since then, the shrine had seen shrine 
buildings being restored or newly constructed by the persons in power during the respective periods 
including a famous warlord, Takeda Shingen.  After the early modern times, Fuji-ko religious 
association extensively renovated the shrine in the style which has continued to this day.
  The group of shrine buildings are magnificent. Large Torii Gate, being the largest wooden torii gate 
in Japan, marks the place to worship Fujisan from afar. Then Zuijinmon Gate and a dance stage 
called Kaguraden can be seen. The main shrine building is flanked by 1000 –year-old sacred trees.  
It houses the Haiden Chamber and the Honden Chamber, which is designated as Japan’s important 
cultural asset.  Behind the main shrine building are located two old Honden Chambers: Nishinomiya 
Honden (the West Main Chamber) and Higashinomiya Honden (the East Main Chamber), which was 
built by Takeda Shingen and is the oldest one among the existing structures in this shrine.  There is 
also a shrine of “Fuji Ebisu”, the gods of good fortune, facing Fujisan.  
  The approach extends straight in the mystical forest of Japanese cedar trees and cypress trees.  There is a large rock called “Tachigyo-ishi” around halfway 
on the approach, on which the founder of the Fuji-ko belief, Kakugyo engaged in intense religious training, worshipping Fujisan in the distance.  When you go 
around the precincts and notice something such as stone monuments which stand near Climbing Gate, you can think of various aspects of Fujisan Worship, 
which flourished at the northern foot of the mountain. 

Otsuka Hill

Worshipped Ascending Routes leading from Sengen-jinja 
Shrines on the base of Fujisan to the mountaintop 

  According to legend, in 110 AD, Prince YamatoTakeru-
no-Mikoto dropped by this area during his eastern military 
expedition and ordered people to worship Fujisan from 
here.  It has a long and wide base and a beautiful conical 
shape, especially on its northern side.  This place now 
enshrines Prince YamatoTakeru-no-Mikoto as the 
birthplace of Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen-jinja Shrine.  It 
is also recently known as “a power spot”, which is said to 
be a sacred place filled with an energy. 

Climbing Gate
  The torii gate in the back of the right side of the precincts 
is the Climbing Gate, which serves as the starting point of 
“Yoshida Ascending Route.”  “Yoshida Ascending Route” 
is the only trail that people can walk up from the foot even 
now among the historical trails of Fujisan.  On the 
previous day of the official starting date of climbing 
Fujisan, July 1, the traditional Shinto ritual called 
“Omichi-biraki” is held at this gate. 

�e magni�cent, time-honored shrine situated 
in the center of the north side of Fujisan
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  “Fujisan-michi” is the road leading to Fujisan as its name shows.  The road was used as a pilgrimage route by Fuji-ko followers who headed for 
Fujisan all the way from the Edo (present-day Tokyo) area.  Starting from Nihonbashi in Edo, the road forked from Koshu-kaido Road (one of the 
important highways which were maintained in the Edo period, starting from Nihonbashi to other regions) at Otsuki and led to Kana-dorii in 
Fujiyoshida by way of the villages such as Yamura and present-day Nishikatsura Town.
  It is said that all of Edo’s 808 districts had its own Fuji-ko.  Several to dozens of members of each Fuji-ko 
saved up enough money to send annual proxy pilgrims who were decided by turn or by drawing lots.  If they 
were chosen to go on behalf of the group, they were regarded as being lucky to get an opportunity to have an 
envied, once- in-a-lifetime trip which is said to include quite many factors of entertainment.
  It used to take about three to four days for them to walk from Nihonbashi one way.  They fully enjoyed their 
trip to Fujisan by holding a gourd containing their treasured sake (Japanese alcohol), admiring beautiful 

sceneries on the way, and having encounters with their fellow travelers. 
“Fujisan-michi” almost overlaps the present Route 139.  When you follow the route, you can find old milestones and simple stone Buddhist 
statues by the roadside.  The area called “Asumi”, along the route, was depicted by Katsushika Hokusai (1760-1849) as “Fuji seen from Asumi 
Village” in “Fugaku Hyakkei”, or one hundred landscapes of Fujisan.  The place has Lake Asumiko, which used to be one of the destinations for 
Fuji-ko followers who made a circuit of the inner eight seas.  It is now famous for beautiful lotus flowers blooming throughout the lake.

People enjoyed a once in a lifetime trip 
along “Fuji-michi” on a pilgrimage to Fujisan.

A stone monument at
Fuji-michi road

Fugaku-hyakkei “Fuji view
from Asumi Villege”
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Kitaguchi Hongu 
Fuji Sengen-jinja Shrine

Murayama Sengen-jinja Shrine and 
Omiya-Murayama Ascending Route 
　　　　(present Fujinomiya Ascending Route)

Suyama Sengen-jinja Shrine and 
      Suyama Ascending Route  
          (present Gotemba Ascending Route)

Fuji Sengen-jinja Shrine
      (Subashiri Sengen-jinja Shrine) 
          and Subashiri Ascending Route

Murayama Sengen-jinja Shrine
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In the time of Fuji-ko, the worship road to Fujisan was not just climbing trails leading to the 
summit.
One such road was a pilgrimage route to circle around sacred places of water at the foot of 
the mountain called “Uchihakkai-meguri (make a circuit of inner eight seas)”, “Motohakko-
meguri (make a circuit of eight lakes at the foot) ”.
�e lakes and the spring water ponds surrounding Fujisan were Fujisan’s other form as the 
deity of water.
Each of those was entitled a name of dragon deity.
Making pilgrimages to all the Hakkai seas and Hakko lakes and 
worshipping the dragon deities was believed to allow pilgrims to 
“be reborn for a better life”, cleansed of all sin and impurity.

4
Circuit

Pilgrimage
Visiting around sacred water places / 
Eastern area of the Fuji Five Lakes
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  At first the center of Fujisan worship lay on the southern foot　of Fujisan　where Fujisan Hongu Sengen Taisha Shrine and the Omiya-Murayama 
Ascending Route were situated. The ascending route was used as the base for Fuji Shugen then. Fuji Shugen is the amalgamation of ancient Japanese 
mountain worship and acient Buddhism.
  From the Medieval period through the Early-modern period, Oshi-machi (the base towns for worship-ascent) were established at the trailhead of each 
route and they competed with each other to expand their influence. However, the center of Fujisan worship was moved to its northern foot after Jikigyo 
Miroku, who is considered the restorer of Fuji-ko that flourished in the Edo period (1603 – 1868), designated the Yoshida Ascending Route as the primary 
route for ascetic practices.
  In the Edo period, the number of Fuji-ko groups increased so dramatically that they were described as “eight-hundred-and-eight Fuji-ko groups exist in 
the eight-hundred-and-eight towns”. They gathered at Oshi-machi in the Yoshida district, walking through Fujisan-michi (a pilgrimage route starting from 
the Edo area). At the peak time of Fujisan worship, the street was lined with as many as 86 Oshi-lodgings and Oshi-machi became the major sacred area 
of Fujisan worship by ordinary people. yohida is the present-day Kamiyoshida district in Fujiyoshida city. Fujiyoshida city was established on the lava 
plateau spreading on the foot of Fujisan. A grand-scale Fujisan can be viewed just in front from anywhere within the city.
  Even now, Fujiyoshida is the starting point of the Yoshida Ascending Route. It is the only route that allows climbers to walk 
all the way from the mountain base to the summit among the four ascending routes. In a traditional Yoshida Fire Festival, 
you can feel the energy of worship that remains unchanged and settled on the northern foot.
  There is the guided tour called “Oshi-machi Sanpo” available. It features a walk around Oshi-machi in the Kamiyoshida 
district where the history and culture of Fuji-ko remain influential.        
  “World Heritage Guide Master (the guides knowledgeable about Fujisan World Heritage)” can guide you to the Component 
Assets including “Oshi” Lodging House (Former House of the Togawa Family) and Kitaguchi Hongu Sengen-jinja Shrine.      
The participation in the guided tour can be applied for at Kana-dorii Information Center.

The settlement where Fuji-ko followers gathered (A walk around Oshi-machi)

The approach to 
Kitaguchi Hongu 
Fuji Sengen-jinja Shrine
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Map around Fujiyoshida area

Access to the Component assets
Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen-jinja Shrine
By Train● From Otsuki Sta. to Fujisan Sta. (Fujikyu Line), take a train for Kawaguchiko 
Sta.  Approx. 7 min. by Fujikyu Bus from Fujisan Sta. to “Sengen-jinja mae” bus stop
By Car ● Approx. 5 min. from Kawaguchiko IC (Chuo Expressway) or Fujiyoshida IC 
(Higashi Fujigoko Expressway)

Former House of the Togawa Family
By Train● From Otsuki Sta. to Fujisan Sta. (Fujikyu Line), take a train for Kawaguchiko 
Sta.  Approx. 8 min. on foot from Fujisan Sta. 
By Car ● Approx. 5 min. from Kawaguchiko IC (Chuo Expressway) or Fujiyoshida IC 
(Higashi Fujigoko Expressway)

Kanadorii shrine gate Lake Asumiko

Otsuka Hill

Kitaguchi Hongu Fuji Sengen-jinja Shrine

Former House of the Togawa Family

House of the Osano Family (not open to the puplic)
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Stone Monuments engraved with Eight Great Dragon Kings

 Since long ago, Japanese 
people’s image held by Fuji has 
been such naive and pure 
Fujisan that recalls the original 
landscape of their hometowns 
such as thatched roofs, paddy 
fields, water wheels, farm 
villages in snow, and so on. On 
the bank around Omiyabashi 

bridge over Shinnasho-gawa river, snow white dazzling Oshino Fuji together with about 
100 rows of Yoshino cherry trees can be seen in spring. Why not rediscover Oshino Fuji 
that yet remains here and there while going around the Oshino Hakkai springs?

  At the original “Motohakko springs”, there are stone monuments engraved with number of sacred place and 
a name of enshrined dragon deity, thus we can distinguish from artificial ponds built later. For example, the 
“Deguchiike pond”, the first sacred place, enshrines deity of Nanda Ryuo, the “Wakuike pond”, the fifth 
sacred place, enshrines deity of Tokushaka Ryuo, and so on, of which the name was derived from Sanskrit. 
Also, it is interesting that legends associated with each pond remain. For example, the legend about 
“Shobuike pond”, the eighth sacred place, says an illness was cured by wearing iris on the body. We can 
see how Japanese coexisted with the nature of Fujisan with a free heart.

Koyo Okada 
Photo Art Museum
  Okada Koyo (1895-1972), who had a significant influence 
on Japanese art world as a photographer of Fujisan, met 
Fujisan seen from Oshino Village in 1916, because of which 
he devoted his whole life to photographing Fujisan. At the 

Permanent Exhibition, we can see about 50 masterpieces including the photo of 
“Kohan-no-haru (Lakeside Spring)” that became the design of Fujisan on the reverse side of 
the 1,000 Yen bill. It is located at Shiki-no-Mori Oshino Park where Oshino Fuji can be seen.
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  When Fujisan’s volcanic activity was active, its appearance may have been a universal 
and symbolic image. 
  However, since the Edo period (1603-1868) when volcanic activities and civil wars 
ceased, Fujisan has become a close existence and people have been pursuing their 
personal Fujisan in various fields such as Japanese painting, novel, poetry, music, and so 
on.  The photos of Fujisan taken by Okada Koyo (1895-1972), a photographer who said, 
“Fujisan is of my life”, elevated the photograph as a modern expression method to the art 
level. Artists who interacted with and were influenced by Koyo are, starting with 
Yokoyama Taikan, a master painter famous for his Fujisan 
painting, Kawai Gyokudo and Kawabata Tatsuko as modern 
Japanese painting experts, and literary masters Kawabata 

Yasunari and Tokutomi Soho. What would it have been, the fascination in the Fujisan of Okada Koyo 
that attracted people that much? Koyo told that initially he had been crazy about the beauty of the 
appearance of Fujisan and then had come to be fascinated by its inside. He also told that his 
arrogance to conquer Fujisan had changed to the attitude to ask teachings from Fujisan. He 
photographed over 400,000 photos of Fujisan in his whole life. Nevertheless, he left words in his later 
years, “I have not photographed the same photo of Fujisan as one piece, nor have I finished 
photographing Fujisan of my heart”. We can see that photographing Fujisan was meant for Okada 
Koyo to be both an artistic activity and a faith.

~Object of worship and source of artistic inspiration~ 
Fujisan of Okada Koyo
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  Fujisan viewed from Oshino Village with “Oshino Hakkai” springs has been admired as “Oshino Fuji” since old times. How would the 
people of the old times have viewed clear fountains gushing out in the village from which to view extremely beautiful Fujisan?
  A rough mechanism is that first the rain and snow fallen on Fujisan seep through the mountain, pushing through the layers of lava, 
and finally burst out as spring water at the distal end of lava flow. The water is slowly filtered through the layers of lave in 10-20 years, 
thus it becomes very clear spring water rich in mineral, which is truly the fountain of life. 
  In the old times when such natural activities of Fujisan were just purely regarded as a great mystery, the eight ponds were not only 
beautiful blessings but also sacred places guarded by the “Eight Great Dragon Kings”. 
  The name “Hakkai” is derived from the eight ponds that became sacred places around the end of the Edo period (1603-1868) as 
chosen from the many spring water ponds gushing out in Shibokusa (present-day Oshino Village), where “Motohakko-meguri” was 
conducted as water ablution of purification prior to worship ascent of Fujisan. The arrangement of the eight spring water ponds is said 
to be in the shape of Big Dipper and Polaris. Although “Fujisan Nemotohakko sacred places” greatly flourished as Motohakko faith, its 
faith became declined as well as Fuji-ko faith after the policy of abolishing Buddhism in the Meiji period (1868-1912).
  Former Eight Great Dragon Kings, as Oshino Hakkai springs of present day, can be visited while strolling through seven spring water 
ponds centered on “Wakuike pond”.
  Oshino Hakkai springs became component assets of Fujisan World Cultural Heritage site registered in 2013, therefore stone 
monuments standing by each pond came to be noted again. Each stone monument is engraved with number of then sacred place, a 
name of enshrined dragon deity, and a Waka (Japanese poem of thirty-one syllables), so we can go around Motohakko sacred places 
dated back to the Fuji-ko era. If you have time to spare and go around the eight ponds in order starting with Deguchiike pond of the first 
sacred place located a little far away from the center, you could feel something good being born inside of you.

Deguchiike pondOkamaike pond Shobuike pond

Shobuike pond and stone monument

Wakuike pond  Sokonashiike pond

Oshino Hakkai springs

Collection of 
Koyo Okada Photo Art Museum

ⓒk.minehiro

Blue and clear eight spring water ponds are the appearance of the “Eight Great Dragon Kings”, messengers of Fujisan.
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Visiting around sacred water places / 
Eastern area of the Fuji Five Lakes
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  At dawn in summer of clear air, as soon as 
the morning sun hits a silhouette of Fujisan 
emerging in blue and black, the whole 
ground of Fujisan gets dyed red and shiny. It 
is so-called the “Red Fuji” that Katsushika 
Hokusai (1760-1849) depicted in his ukiyo-e 
print “Gaifu Kaisei (South Wind, Clear 
Sky) ”.
  It is the moment when Fujisan, changing its 
appearance constantly even in the day, 
shows a big change.
  It is said that red Fuji shines best when 
viewed from northeast to north of Fujisan, 
and Lake Yamanakako, a place where we 
can view red Fuji across the lake, is popular 
as Mecca of Red Fuji. Fuji-ko followers 
would have viewed this red Fuji when they 
made a pilgrimage to Lake Yamanakako long ago. All the lakes at the foot of the mountain were “sacred places” during the time of 
Fujisan worship. In “Uchihakkai-meguri” as a religious training of Fuji-ko, Lake Yamanakako was enshrined “dragon of Sakuyaku”.
  As Fuji-ko declined, the name of dragon deity guarding each lake became forgotten. Instead the Fuji Five Lakes began to develop as 
tourist spots for Fujisan. In particular, Yamanakako developed earlier into a summer retreat, and many villas and recreational houses 
were built at the lakeside. Engraved were the footprints of literary figures such as Takahama Kyoshi (1874-1959), Tokutomi Soho 

(1863-1957), and Horiguchi Daigaku (1892-1981). When Kaneko 
Mitsuharu (1895-1975), a poet, was in evacuation to Hirano in 
Yamanaka, he awoke to the beauty of Fujisan while overlapping his 
various feelings during wartime with Fujisan as viewed from the 
lakeside. He left lyrics in “Five lakes” expressed for each lake 
surrounding Fujisan. We can see the same Fujisan that both 
pilgrims of the Edo period (1603 – 1868) and literary masters of the 
Showa period (1926-1989) would have viewed.
  The same divine Fuji might be breathing to our depths as we are 
attracted to its natural phenomenon such as Sakasa (upside-down) 
Fuji reflected on the surface of lake, Red Fuji in early morning of 
summer, Beni (crimson) Fuji in midwinter, and Diamond Fuji.

Landscape formed by Fujisan and Lake that has attracted 
the heart of  Japanese people for over 1,000 years.

  On the way to Lake Yamanakako from Oshino Hakkai springs, there is a place 
where a rare forest spreads that Fujisan formed. Harimomi is a Japanese indigenous 
fir and the tallest tree stands 30m high. The pure forest in the mountain was formed 
isolated only on the Takamarubi lava flow ejected from Fujisan. The trees being about 
250 years old, standing 20-26m high are deemed 30,000 in total number, being the 
largest scale despite declined due to withering loss. It has been preserved as the only 
pure forest in the world. It is a nationally designated Natural Monument.

Beni (crimson) Fuji at Lake Yamanakako

  While Oshino Hakkai is called “Motohakko (Nemoto Hakko)”, the lakes at the foot surrounding Fujisan are sacred places called 
“Uchihakkai (inner eight seas)”, in addition there were sacred places called “Sotohakkai (outer eight seas)” throughout the 
nation. Eight in number has special meaning in Buddhism, and the eight peaks at the summit of Fujisan are named 
Hachiyo-Kuson (eight petals and nine Buddhas) where the ritual of “Ohachi-meguri (making a circuit of eight peaks) ” was 
conducted.
  Legend has it that sacred places of water at the mountain foot originated in the religious training that Hasegawa Kakugyo 
(1541-1646), who is said to be the founder of Fuji-ko, had carried out by following god’s speech of Fujisan. “Uchihakkai” 
generally refers to the eight lakes composed of Lake Senzui (along Yoshida ascending trail), Lake Asumiko (in Fujiyoshida City), 
and Lake Shibireko (in Ichikawa-Misato town), added to present-day Fuji Five Lakes. Listed in “Sotohakkai” are Lake Biwa, 
Futamiga-ura, Lake Ashi, Lake Suwa, Lake Chuzenji and so on, which indicates Fujisan worship spread out widely. Every lake 
was entitled a name of dragon deity as well. 
“Motohakko-meguri” in Oshino flourished as a 
place of purification rite prior to worship ascent 
since going around all the eight places at the 
same time is possible.
  As Fujisan is the deities of both Fire and Water, 
we can see that religious training at the water 
front was very important.

 Motohakko and Uchihakkai of Fujisan

Lake Senzui Lake Asumiko Lake Shibireko 
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Sakana Park
Fujiyusui-no-Sato Aquarium (Aquarium in the forest)
Mori-no-Gakushukan Learning center
Shibafu Park

Fujiyama Beer Harvest Terrace (PLATZ)
Mt. Fuji Rader Dome Museum
Fujisan Arena

Hana-no-miyako Park
Seiryu-no-Sato
Floral Dome Furara

Kaneyama hot spring

Oshino village folk fureai hall

Jyoten-ji temple

Sengen jinjya shrine

Oshino Village Office

Noson Park

Shiki-no-Mori Oshino Park
Koyo Okada Photo Art Museum
Kunio Koike Drawing Letter Art Museum

Fujimi Park

Fuji Sansaku 
Park

Mt. Takazasuyama

Mt. Ishiwariyama

Nashigahara 
Crater column

Benifuji-no-yu
hot spring

Sengen jinjya shrine Yamanaka Suwa jinjya shrine 
(Festival for easy childbirth)

Fujisan Museum

Folk Museum

Ishiwari jinjya shrine

Ishiwari-no-yu hot spring

Tomb of Mitsuchika Fujiwara

Azamidaira

Oshino hot spring

Panorama-dai

Nagaike Shinsui Park

Jutoku-ji temple
Hiranohama

Yamanakako Community Plaza Kirara

Yamanakako Lakeside 
During the Growing Sunset

Oshino Village

Yamanakako Village

Tsuru City

Fujiyoshida City

Doshi 
Village

Yamakita
Town

Oyama Town

Minamitsuru County

Sunto County

Road Station Fujiyoshida (Refre Fujiyoshida Area)

Higashi-Fujigoko road

Higashi-Fujigoko road

Yamanakako ICYamanakako IC

Kagosaka 
Tunnel

Mt.Sumitoriyama

Mt. Hataoyam

Mt. Oborayama

Mt. Narakiyama
Mt. Mikuniyama

Mt. Hiraoyama

Mt. Ohirayama
Mt. Nagaikeyama

Mt. Takazasuyama

Teppogi-no-atama 
(Mt. Myojinyama)

listed in Yamanashi 100 famous mountains
Nijumagari 
Pass

Yamabushi 
Pass

Kiridoshi 
Pass

Mikuni Pass

Kagosaka
Pass

Toriichi Pass

Yamanakako Village Tourist Information Center

Hirano Minshuku Association Center

Yamananako Forest Park of Literature
Mishima Yukio Literary Museum

Tokutomi Soho Museum
Joho Sozo-kan Library

Haiku Museum
Fuseian
Soseian

Tokai Nature Trail

Lakeside Green Park
Yamanakako Village Office
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Pure Forest of Harimomi 
(tiger trail spruce woods)

Access to the Component assets
Oshino Hakkai springs
By Train ● Take Fujikko-go bus at Fujisan station on Fujikyuko Line and get off at Ohashi 
bus stop. It takes about 20 minutes.
By Car ● About 20 minutes from Kawaguchiko IC on Chuo Expressway or Fujiyoshida IC 
on Higashi Fujigoko Expressway"

Yamanakako (to Asahigaoka Lakeside Green Park)
By Train ● Take Fujikko-go bus at Fujisan station on Fujikyuko Line and get off at 
Asahigaoka bus stop.  It takes about 45 minutes.
By Car ● About 10 minutes from Yamanakako IC on Higashi Fujigoko Expressway."

Lake Yamanakako

Oshino Hakkai springs

Koyo Okada Photo Art Museum
Pure Forest of Harimomi (Tiger trail spruce woods)


